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Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the talk page. Learn how and when to remove these
template messages Please help improve it to make it understandable to nonexperts, without
removing the technical details. March 2018 Learn how and when to remove this template message
Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed.They facilitate gear shifts for the driver by operating the clutch system
automatically, while still requiring the driver to manually shift gears.Depending on the mechanical
build and design, they can use electronic sensors, hydraulics, pneumatics, processors, and actuators
to execute gear shifts when requested by the driver. Most cars which have a semiautomatic
transmission are not fitted with a clutch pedal, since the clutch is solely controlled by electronic
equipment. Similarly, most motorcycles with a semiautomatic transmission are not fitted with a
handclutch lever.Once the clutch becomes automated, then the transmission becomes
semiautomatic. However, they still require full control of the manual gear selection by the
driver.This unit then determines the optimal timing and torque required for smooth clutch
engagement, based on input from these sensors.In some cases, the hydromechanical unit contains a
servomotor coupled to a gear arrangement for a linear actuator, which uses brake fluid from the
braking system to impel a hydraulic cylinder to move the main clutch actuator. In other cases, the
clutch actuator may be completely electric. The actuators and sensors which control the clutch are
connected to the transmission control unit TCU.This transmission uses a manual clutch for starting
from standstill, and an automated clutch for gear changes. For normal driving, the driver would
press the clutch, select High range and then release the
clutch.http://www.berliner-mauersteine.de/upload/bws-yamaha-manual.xml
1.0.
One the accelerator was pressed, the fluid coupling would engage and the car would begin moving
forward, with the underdrive unit engaged to provide a lower gear ratio. The Vacmatic was replaced
by the similar M6 PrestoMatic transmission for the 1946 model year. Both of these used a 3speed
transmission with automated shifting between 2nd and 3rd gears, instead of the Vacamatics
underdrive unit.In the case of the ElectroMatic, the clutch was vacuumoperated and controlled by
the position of the accelerator.There was also a speed controller and idle speed stepup device, all
hydraulically operated. This allowed clutchless shifting with a single selector mounted behind the
steering wheel. This system was nicknamed CitroMatic in the U.S.The Torque Drive was essentially
a 2speed Powerglide transmission without the vacuum modulator, requiring the driver to manually
shift gears between Low and High. The quadrant indicator on Torque Drive cars was, Park R N Hi
1st. The torque drive was discontinued at the end of 1971 and replaced by a traditional hydraulic
automatic transmission. Other examples of semiautomatic transmissions based on hydraulic
automatics are the Ford SemiAutomatic Transmission 3speed transmission used in the 19701971
Ford Maverick Americas, early versions of Hondas 19761988 Hondamatic 2speed and 3speed
transmissions, and the Diahatsu Diamatic 2speed transmission used in the 19851991 Daihatsu
Charade.Used in the Citroen 2CV.Used in the NSU Ro 80.Used in the Citroen GS and Citroen
CX.Used in the Ferrari Mondial.Another paddle on the steering wheel controlled the clutch, which
was only needed when starting from a standstill. Buttons on the steering wheel to skip directly to a
particular gear instead of stepping through the gears using the paddles are also permitted.This
transmission system was introduced with the new Panoz DP01 chassis for 2007. This gearbox uses a
semiautomatic shifting system called AGS Assisted Gearshift System, supplied by

MegaLine.http://rueanthai-raminthra.com/images/upload/userphoto/bx-440b-manual.xml
The gearbox is the DTT200 model, which is supplied by Hewland. This new system replaced the
older sequential gearbox with the manual shift lever, which had been used for the previous 12
seasons.The clutch systems are multiplate clutches, controlled via a handclutch lever behind the
steering wheel, and are manually used to launch the cars.Shifting is accomplished by pressing either
one of the gear selector arrows on the left handlebar control, which activates an electric shifting
system. Archived from the original on 10 April 2013. By using this site, you agree to the Terms of
Use and Privacy Policy. This function allows the driver to select the previous or next gear through
the use of buttons or a lever usually near the gear shifter or steering wheel; however, the
mechanicals of the transmission remains unrelated to a true sequential manual transmission.Due to
the high rate of wear and abrupt shifting action, sequential manual transmissions are rarely used in
passenger cars, albeit with some exceptions.Motorcycle transmissions and the latest autoracing
gearboxes are of the sequential type Retrieved 20110829. By using this site, you agree to the Terms
of Use and Privacy Policy. If a racerobust sequentialshift transmission that can integrate seamlessly
with engine and chassis is what you need for your performance car project, then Hewland is your
destination. All are capable of being used for competitive race cars as well as performance road
cars. They feature a lightweight, longitudinal design that can be used structurally to mount the rear
suspension on. They can be configured with a range of ratios that can even be changed relatively
easily once the transmission is installed and a choice of lubricant system approaches. Likewise,
mechanical and pneumatic shift options are available. The clutch pedal is needed only when pulling
away or selecting reverse; once you’re into first and rolling, no clutch is needed, up or down.
The pneumatic system uses compressed air to operate an actuator cylinder that “punches” up and
down through the gearbox. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it.
OK. But in the world of production vehicles, its a relatively new technology one that is being defined
by a very specific design known as the dualclutch, or directshift, gearbox. To understand what this
means, its helpful to review how a conventional manual gearbox works. When a driver wants to
change from one gear to another in a standard stickshift car, he first presses down the clutch pedal.
This operates a single clutch, which disconnects the engine from the gearbox and interrupts power
flow to the transmission. Then the driver uses the stick shift to select a new gear, a process that
involves moving a toothed collar from one gear wheel to another gear wheel of a different size.
Devices called synchronizers match the gears before they are engaged to prevent grinding. Once the
new gear is engaged, the driver releases the clutch pedal, which reconnects the engine to the
gearbox and transmits power to the wheels. Sophisticated electronics and hydraulics control the
clutches, just as they do in a standard automatic transmission. In a DCT, however, the clutches
operate independently. One clutch controls the odd gears first, third, fifth and reverse, while the
other controls the even gears second, fourth and sixth. Using this arrangement, gears can be
changed without interrupting the power flow from the engine to the transmission. Sequentially, it
works like this Unlike a conventional manual gearbox, which houses all of its gears on a single input
shaft, the DCT splits up odd and even gears on two input shafts. How is this possible. The outer shaft
is hollowed out, making room for an inner shaft, which is nested inside. The outer hollow shaft feeds
second and fourth gears, while the inner shaft feeds first, third and fifth.
http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/70449
Notice that one clutch controls second and fourth gears, while another, independent clutch controls
first, third and fifth gears. Thats the trick that allows lightningfast gear changes and keeps power
delivery constant. A standard manual transmission cant do this because it must use one clutch for all
odd and even gears. DCTs, however, dont require torque converters. Instead, DCTs currently on the
market use wet multiplate clutches. Several manufacturers are developing DCTs that use dry
clutches, like those usually associated with manual transmissions, but all production vehicles

equipped with DCTs today use the wet version. Many motorcycles have single multiplate clutches.
The fluid does its work inside the clutch piston, seen in the diagram above. When the clutch is
engaged, hydraulic pressure inside the piston forces a set of coil springs part, which pushes a series
of stacked clutch plates and friction discs against a fixed pressure plate. The friction discs have
internal teeth that are sized and shaped to mesh with splines on the clutch drum. In turn, the drum
is connected to the gearset that will receive the transfer force. Audis dualclutch transmission has
both a small coil spring and a large diaphragm spring in its wet multiplate clutches. This allows the
piston springs to relax, which eases pressure on the clutch pack and pressure plate. In principle, the
DCT behaves just like a standard manual transmission Its got input and auxiliary shafts to house
gears, synchronizers and a clutch. What it doesnt have is a clutch pedal, because computers,
solenoids and hydraulics do the actual shifting.With upshifts taking a mere 8 milliseconds, many feel
that the DCT offers the most dynamic acceleration of any vehicle on the market. It certainly offers
smooth acceleration by eliminating the shift shock that accompanies gearshifts in manual
transmissions and even some automatics.
http://www.efodis.com/images/bosch-logixx-8-varioperfect-instruction-manual.pdf
Best of all, it affords drivers the luxury of choosing whether they prefer to control the shifting or let
the computer do all of the work. Because power flow from the engine to the transmission is not
interrupted, fuel efficiency increases dramatically. Some experts say that a sixspeed DCT can deliver
up to a 10 percent increase in relative fuel efficiency when compared to a conventional fivespeed
automatic. However, some automakers are wary of the additional costs associated with modifying
production lines to accommodate a new type of transmission. This could initially drive up the costs of
cars outfitted with DCTs, which might discourage costconscious consumers. One of the most notable
is the continuously variable transmission, or CVT. A CVT is a type of automatic transmission that
uses a moving pulley system and a belt or chain to infinitely adjust the gear ratio across a wide
range. CVTs also reduce shift shock and increase fuel efficiency significantly. But CVTs cant handle
the high torque demands of performance cars. In Europe, where manual transmissions are preferred
because of their performance and fuel efficiency, some predict that DCTs will capture 25 percent of
the market. Just one percent of cars produced in Western Europe will be fitted with a CVT by 2012.
Adolphe Kegresse is best known for developing the halftrack, a type of vehicle equipped with
endless rubber treads allowing it to drive offroad over various forms of terrain.The 956 and 962C
racecars included the Porsche Dual Klutch, or PDK. In 1986, a Porsche 962 won the Monza 1000
Kilometer World Sports Prototype Championship race the first win for a car equipped with the PDK
semiautomatic paddleshifted transmission. Audi also made history in 1985 when a Sport quattro S1
rally car equipped with dualclutch transmission won the Pikes Peak hill climb, a race up the
4,300meterhigh mountain. Volkswagen has been a pioneer in dualclutch transmissions, licensing
BorgWarners DualTronic technology.
http://eastbayscanning.com/images/bosch-logixx-8-user-manual-pdf.pdf
European automobiles equipped with DCTs include the Volkswagen Beetle, Golf, Touran, and Jetta
as well as the Audi TT and A3; the Skoda Octavia; and the Seat Altea, Toledo and Leon. However,
production vehicles using a first generation Powershift are approximately two years away. CVT
Debate BorgWarner manufacturer of the DCT used in Volkswagons Ford of Europe Puts Dual Clutch
Transmissions Into High Gear Transmission Considerations Beyond the Manual Gearbox We also
share information about your use of our site with our social media, advertising and analytics
partners who may combine it with other information that you’ve provided to them or that they’ve
collected from your use of their services. You consent to our cookies if you continue to use our
website. It appears that the page you are looking for does not exist or has been moved elsewhere. If
you keep ending up here, please head back to our homepage or try the search form below. Those
who prioritised value, fuel economy, performance or driving pleasure went for manuals, while

everyone else chose automatics. Simple. Now, though, there are Lineartronics, DSGs, XTronics and
tonnes of other marketing names to choose between. What are they Are they any different to the
automatics and manuals of yore. And what are their benefits. Background Before all that, though,
why do we need transmissions. After all, the electric Nissan Leaf and Tesla Model S seem to do fine
without. For instance, petrol motors generally operate between 600 and 6,500rpm, while a car’s
wheels usually rotate between zero and 1,500 times per minute. By introducing a gear ratio, the
engine’s output speed can be reduced to match that of the wheels. Mind you, having just one gear
ratio is rather limiting. If you’ve ever tried accelerating from standstill in third gear you’ll know what
a torturously slow and painful exercise it is. Neither is great on one’s patience, ear drums nor the
longevity of the car.
Manual This is the simplest and lightest type of transmission available, as gear selection and gear
changing is solely the domain of the driver. The gears contained inside the transmissions metal
housing — typically five or six forward gears, although the Porsche 911 and Chevrolet Corvette both
sport seven — are accessed via a shifter in the cabin. This allows the engine to spin at one speed,
and the transmission and wheels at another. After selecting a new gear ratio via the stick shift, the
driver connects the engine, transmission and wheels together again by releasing the clutch pedal.
Two pieces of tech have made it easier to shift gears over the years synchromeshed gears and hill
start assistance. Synchromesh gears have not only removed much of the gear grinding that used to
plague manuals, but has also eliminated the need to double declutch, where drivers had to declutch
once to enter neutral and declutch again to select the next gear. Hill start assist is a more recent
development that tries to prevent manual cars from rolling backwards downhill during standing
starts. It does this by keeping the brakes active for a few seconds after the brake pedal is released,
giving the driver a bit of grace to operate the clutch and accelerator. But with the computerled
evolution of automotive transmissions, some cars are reporting better performance and fuel
economy figures with automated transmissions. This is good news, especially in Australia and the
USA, where the vast majority of cars are sold without a clutch pedal. Automated manual While
enthusiasts revel in mastering the art of perfectly executed shifts and heeltoe manoeuvres, for many
the act of declutching, selecting a gear and clutching is a burdensome chore.
So, why not stick some hydraulics or servos onto a manual gearbox to operate the clutch for us
Automated manuals go back as far as the iconic Citroen DS, and more recent attempts have come
from Alfa Romeo Selespeed, Audi RTronic, BMW Sequential Manual Gearbox, Citroen Servotronic,
Ferrari, Lexus, Maserati, Peugeot and Smart pictured above. Jerky gear changes are the main
problem with automated manual transmissions. As the driver is unable to finesse the clutch, it
usually only serves to minimise the amount of lurching. Again lifting off the throttle during gear
changes helps, but its often less taxing to shift gears yourself rather than playing clairvoyant to the
transmissions electronic brain. Automatic Given the failings weve noted above with automated
manual transmissions, its easy to see why traditional automatics differ quite markedly from their
manual brethren. By having a torque converter, which permanently connects the engine and the
transmission, automatics avoid having to disengage and reengage a clutch whenever gears are
changed or the car comes to a stop. Whenever the engines running it spins this oillike hydraulic
liquid, and if the car isnt stopped with the brakes engaged, the fluid then spins the transmissions
impeller that in time turns the wheels. Because the engine spins the driveshaft indirectly, a certain
amount of power generally less than 10 percent is lost. Modern autos compensate for this with a
lockup clutch that engages at cruising speeds and effectively transforms the entire torque converter
assembly into one giant clutch. While a manual gearbox has a physical gear for each of its gear
ratios, automatics have a much more complex series of interconnected planetary gearsets. Each
gearset is comprised sun, planet and ring gears, and any of these smaller gears can be held still,
spun by the engine or left to rotate freely. The transmissions gear ratios are produced by altering
the parts in each gearset that are fixed, powered or free to spin.

In the past the logic behind when to change and hold gears was controlled by another hydraulic
system. Improvements in computing technology have allowed modern autos to move to electronic
control, allowing for smoother and more logical gear shifts. Although automatics are still heavier
and more expensive to purchase or repair, nowadays they give up little ground to manual
transmissions in terms of performance, efficiency and gear count — five and sixspeed transmissions
are the norm, and seven, eight and ninespeed models are becoming increasingly common. They
supposedly combined the best of both automatic look ma, no clutch pedal! and manual transmissions
driver selectable gears. Once relatively rare, Tiptronic features are now available in most automatic
vehicles. Dual clutch Although dual clutch transmissions DCTs are generally employed as
replacements for traditional automatic gearboxes, their mechanical workings actually bear more in
common with the humble manual transmission. In fact its probably easiest to think of a DCT as
housing two manual transmissions — one for even numbered gears and the other for odd numbered
ones — each with their own clutch hence the name. Say, for example, you’re accelerating along in
third gear. In this situation the even numbered gearbox will have fourth gear preselected and
primed to go. When the transmission’s computer or the driver thinks the time is right to change up,
the clutch for the odd numbered gears is disengaged and the even clutch engaged. Changing from
one clutch to another takes anywhere between eight and 200 milliseconds; thats considerably faster
than the half second or more required by most manual drivers to change gears. By wasting less time
between gears, DCTs are often able to outsprint their manual equivalents. Some transmissions,
particularly those from the Volkswagen Group VW, Audi, Skoda, et al, have lightning quick gear
changes, which are a delight to see in action.
The downside with fastshifting DCTs is that at lower speeds they tend to jerk and lurch around. In
tight parking spaces, it can be a little frightening to suddenly lunge forward, even if its just a few
centimetres, when youre feathering the throttle with the greatest of care. There are two types of
dualclutch transmission on the market dry and wet clutch. Wet clutch models are so called because
the clutch is bathed in a sea of oil and this type is often found in highpower cars. Dry clutch versions
are more efficient, but restricted in the amount of power and torque they can handle. As with many
new technologies, most car makers have decided to market DCTs under their own trademarked
brand names DSG Volkswagen, Skoda, Seat, EcoShift Hyundai , PDK Porsche , PowerShift Ford,
Volvo , STronic Audi, SpeedShift MercedesBenz , and TCSST Mitsubishi . For some companies, most
notably Volkswagen and Ford, DCTs are available on mainstream vehicles. For others, like Nissan,
BMW and Mitsubishi, usage is restricted to highperformance models. Continuously variable
transmission Internal combustion engines deliver their maximum power and torque over a narrow
rev range. For example, nonturbocharged petrol motors typically deliver peak power around
5500rpm and maximum torque at 4000rpm. With the transmission systems weve detailed above, the
engine is often operating outside of its sweet spot for either power, torque or efficiency. A
continuously variable transmission CVT seeks to overcome this by offering an infinite number of
gear ratios between a transmissions upper and lower ratio limit. Most CVTs feature two pulleys
connected via a Vshaped belt one pulley is driven by the engine, and the other is connected to the
wheels. To change gear ratios the transmission manipulates the ride height of the belt across the
pulleys. Unlike cars with other transmissions, giving a CVT car a little bit more gas doesnt
necessarily cause engine revs to rise unless youre really flooring it.
For undemanding drivers CVTs are both elegantly simple and efficient as the engine is almost
always operating at maximum efficiency. For drivers who harbour dreams of becoming a Sennalike
deity, CVTs arent really much fun. Instead of the hopefully pleasant sound of an engine surging up
and down through the rev range, CVTs holds the engine at high revs, commonly resulting in a dull
drone when youre pressing on. As with DCTs car makers are prone to use different marketing names
for their CVT systems Lineartronic Subaru , Multitronic Audi and XTronic Nissan . Automatic
transmissions make driving easier by taking over the decision of when to change gear and leaving

you to concentrate on the traffic and road conditions 1. The automatic transmission automatically
adapts to your driving style at any given time from leisurely cruising to sporty performance and also
takes the road conditions into account. It not only reduces strain on the engine and transmission in
stopstart traffic, but also reduces stress on the driver. Builtin safety The keylock and shiftlock
functions of the automatic transmission provide extra safety. Keylock stops the ignition key from
being removed unless the gear selector lever is in the Park P position. After the engine is started,
the selector lever can only be moved out of positions P or N Neutral when the driver presses the
brake pedal shiftlock. This prevents the danger of any unintended movement of the car when the
engine is started. DSG dualclutch gearbox The DSG dualclutch gearbox, available in 6speed and
7speed versions, is unlike a conventional automatic transmission. Two independent gearboxes are
connected under load to the engine in turn, depending on the current gear, via two drive shafts. An
output shaft assigned to each gearbox applies the torque to the driven wheels via the differential
gear. Clutches and gearboxes are operated hydraulically by the gearbox mechatronics a combination
of mechanics and electronics.
The electronic transmission control unit, sensors and hydraulic control unit form one compact unit.
The control unit uses information such as engine speed, road speed, accelerator position and driving
mode to select the optimum gear and to determine the ideal shift point. The control unit then
implements the shift commands in a sequence of precisely coordinated actions. Each change takes
less than fourhundredths of a second. DSG can be used manually, via the Tiptronic gear lever or the
optional paddle shifts. Tiptronic gearbox The tiptronic gearbox comes as standard on the
Volkswagen Touareg. It provides you with the best of both worlds a fully automated 8speed
transmission can be used in manual, and fully automatic mode is available for ultimate comfort and
ease. Take full control of the vehicle by switching the gearbox to manual shift mode, and use the
gear stick or the flappy paddles to change gear. Automated Shift Gearbox ASG Automated Shift
Gearbox in the up. The ASG is an automated manual transmission that combines excellent fuel
economy with driving ease. When the drive position is selected, the gear change timings will depend
on driving style and acceleration speed. Because the ASG is a singleclutch gearbox just like a
manual gearbox, torque to the driving wheels must be interrupted during a gear change. This is
most noticeable during maximum acceleration a lighter throttle load produces a smoother shift.
There may be a delay to any RRP displaying correctly on our materials. Always obtain prices from
your chosen retailer. Menu New cars Electric cars Research electric Should you go electric.
Transmission For example, 75 percentManual gearboxes are cheap, fuelefficient and fun to drive, so
theyFrankly, manual transmission technology progressed little in the pastSlower carsAny more
gears would haveTherefore, manualDisappointingly, manual transmission makers did not make good
use ofRidiculously, many motoring journalistsInstead of making the basics better, development of
manualYou cant argue with that, because theIt can therefore skip the clutch pedal. The driver just
needs to work on the shifter. There areIn case the shifter is pushed and the accelerator is relieved,
the ECUI believe the earliest electroniccontrolled clutchless manuals wereThey did not catch the
attention of volume. Road test found Saab 900 Sensonic ran as fast as the manual version.
Nevertheless, it did not sell well thus went out of production in 1998. SinceIt relieved driving effort,
especially in traffic jam, making gearshiftAdvanced drivers use heelandtoe action to brake the car
whileIf the engine is not speeded up asThe fasterspinnig gearbox input shaft willThis process takes
time,If the driver can blip theConsequently, theAutomatic rev matching is the same, just implement
it with electronics. Sensors placed at the clutch pedal and gearstick sense the intention ofNo wonder
it can be widespreadWhen you upshift, theAt the same time, theNolift shift If Automatic rev
matching can alter the throttle during gearshift, whyThats the logic. American name. Nolift shift was
first introduced on the 2008. Chevrolet HHR SS and Cobalt SS turbo,Put it simply, Nolift shift is
actually part of the functions offeredA launch control controls also the clutchNolift shift takes care of
the throttle only, which is as far as aIt is not to be confused with somethingFerraris F1 system,

debuted on F355 F1 in 1997.
As indicated by its name, the transmission of F355 F1 was developedFerraris Formula One
semiautomatic gearbox which debuted inBrazil from Alain Prost and Ayrton Senna I can still
remember howAlthough the Ferrari did not winThe system used in F355 F1 was based on the
6speed manualIt offered 3 operating modes. In normalHowever, it was not as smooth as a realOne
paddle for upshift andThe box integrated clutch actionWithin milliseconds from the moment theIn
reality, it might be even quicker than theThe last operating mode was a medium semiautomatic
mode. In this mode,This provided a less urgentIt might not be faster thanIt weighed and cost
halfMost other Ferraris alsoItalia introduced twinclutch gearboxes. It was the most acclaimedThe
first Alfa modelIt was also theSelespeed wasSelespeed was derived from the regular 5speed manual
serving other 156Its operation was mostly the same as. Ferraris, but the gearshift was controlled by
two buttons located atAlfa 147 turned to paddles. Its gearshift was not as fast as. Ferraris, of course,
normally taking 1 to 1.5 seconds. Even in SportBMW SMG IntroducedGearbox was the worlds first
production automated manual gearbox,It was offered on the E36 M3 Evo The SMG was developed
jointly by BMW, Getrag and Sachs. Based on the. Getrag 6speed manual box serving the standard
M3, it addedWhile Ferrari usedHowever, it worked like theA switch located near the
shifterCompared with Ferrari F1 box, the first generation SMG was not quite asThe first generation
SMG had many rough edges, including jerky shiftHowever, the idea of combiningAt the hottest S6
mode, gearshift tookThe contemporary M5 and M6 also employed aAs the SMG, or just any
singleclutch automatedToday, automated manual is a technology well passed its peak. Only 2Its
impact to theIt was launched on Audi TT 3.2 in 2003Like automated manual gearbox, DSG can
operate as a semiautomatic,So, what’s the difference between it and other automated manual
gearbox.
http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/70452

